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Abstract

Epistasis—when mutations combine nonadditively—is a profoundly important aspect of biology. It is often difficult to understand its mech-
anistic origins. Here, we show that epistasis can arise from the thermodynamic ensemble, or the set of interchanging conformations a pro-
tein adopts. Ensemble epistasis occurs because mutations can have different effects on different conformations of the same protein, lead-
ing to nonadditive effects on its average, observable properties. Using a simple analytical model, we found that ensemble epistasis arises
when two conditions are met: (1) a protein populates at least three conformations and (2) mutations have differential effects on at least two
conformations. To explore the relative magnitude of ensemble epistasis, we performed a virtual deep-mutational scan of the allosteric
Ca2þ signaling protein S100A4. We found that 47% of mutation pairs exhibited ensemble epistasis with a magnitude on the order of ther-
mal fluctuations. We observed many forms of epistasis: magnitude, sign, and reciprocal sign epistasis. The same mutation pair could even
exhibit different forms of epistasis under different environmental conditions. The ubiquity of thermodynamic ensembles in biology and the
pervasiveness of ensemble epistasis in our dataset suggests that it may be a common mechanism of epistasis in proteins and other macro-
molecules.
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Introduction
Epistasis—when the effect of a mutation depends on the pres-
ence or absence of other mutations—is a common feature of biol-
ogy. Epistasis can hint at biological mechanism (Maisnier-Patin
et al. 2007; Ortlund et al. 2007; Alexander et al. 2009; Yokoyama
et al. 2014; Baier et al. 2019; Yang et al. 2019), profoundly shape
evolution (Weinreich et al. 2005; Poelwijk et al. 2007; Sailer and
Harms 2017b), and complicate bioengineering that involves si-
multaneously introducing multiple mutations Giger et al. 2013;
Sykora et al. 2014; Miton and Tokuriki 2016). It is therefore impor-
tant to understand the general mechanisms by which epistasis
can arise. Such knowledge will help us better understand biologi-
cal systems, explain historical evolutionary trajectories, and im-
prove models to predict the combined effects of mutations.

One important class of epistasis is that which occurs between
mutations within a single protein. The magnitude of such epi-
static interactions, e, can be quantitatively described as shown in
Figure 1A; it simply represents the difference in the effect of mu-
tation a! A in the ab and aB backgrounds. Sometimes, such epis-
tasis can be understood intuitively. In Figure 1B, epistasis arises
because the positive charge of mutation a! A is adjacent to the
negative charge of mutation b! B. Epistasis occurs as a result of
an electrostatic interaction between charged residues.
Sometimes, however, epistasis can be difficult to rationalize.

Figure 1C shows epistasis between two positions distant in the
structure. Where does such epistasis come from? Can it be pre-
dicted from an understanding of protein biochemistry?

We and others noted previously that the thermodynamic en-
semble of a protein could potentially give rise to nonadditive
interactions between mutations (Ancel and Fontana 2000; Sailer
and Harms 2017c). Proteins exist as ensembles of interchanging
conformations, where the probability of seeing an individual con-
formation is determined by its relative energy. The functional
output of a protein is averaged over the functional properties and
populations of all individual ensemble conformations (Motlagh
et al. 2014; Tsai and Nussinov 2014; Wei et al. 2016). Mutations
can have different effects on each conformation, redistributing
their relative probabilities in a nonlinear fashion. The effects of
such mutations with respect to an observable would not sum ad-
ditively, leading to ensemble epistasis.

Many important questions about ensemble epistasis remain
unanswered. Under what conditions is ensemble epistasis
expected to arise? Can it lead to different classes of evolutionarily
relevant epistasis, that is, magnitude, sign, reciprocal-sign, and
high-order? Is it plausible that such epistasis could occur in a real
protein, rather than the highly simplified lattice models we used
previously? And, finally, are there signals for ensemble epistasis
that one might detect experimentally?
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To address these questions, we set out to rigorously describe
the thermodynamic and mechanistic basis for ensemble epis-
tasis. We identified the minimal set of conditions that are nec-
essary to observe ensemble epistasis: (1) a protein populates
three or more conformations and (2) mutations have differen-
tial effects on two or more conformations within the ensemble.
We found that this can lead to many types of epistasis, includ-
ing magnitude, sign, reciprocal sign, and high-order epistasis.
From structure-based calculations on the allosteric S100A4
protein, we predict that a large fraction of mutant pairs in real
proteins will exhibit ensemble epistasis. We also found that
varying the concentration of allosteric effectors could tune
epistasis, suggesting one might experimentally detect ensem-
ble epistasis by measuring epistasis at different concentrations
of allosteric effectors. We conclude that ensemble epistasis is
likely an important determinant of nonadditivity between
mutations in proteins.

Materials and methods
For the S100A4 epistasis analysis, we used three published struc-
tures for S100A4: the apo structure (PDB 1M31), the Ca2þ bound
structure (PDB 2Q91), and the structure bound to both Ca2þ and a
peptide extracted from Annexin A2 (PDB 5LPU). We removed all
non-Ca2þ small molecules (including waters) and edited the files
to have an identical set of non-hydrogen atoms for the S100A4
chains (trimming any residues before alanine 2 and after phenyl-
alanine 93 in the uniprot sequence, P26447). We arbitrarily se-
lected the first NMR model for the apo structure. Using ROSETTA
(Linux build 2018.33.60351), we generated five independent, pre-
minimized structures for each of the conformations (apo, ca, and
capep). We then used the “cartesian_ddg” binary to introduce
each mutation three times into each of these five pre-minimized
structures, yielding 15 calculated DG values for each mutation in
each of the three conformations Park et al. (2016). Finally, we av-
eraged the 15 values for each mutation in each conformation. We
assumed the units of these DG values were in kcal �mol�1 Alford
et al. (2017).

For a given genotype, we described the free energy of the
calcium-bound form as a function of calcium chemical potential
(lCa2þ ) with the expression GcaðlCa2þ Þ ¼ G

�
ca � 4lCa2þ . G

�
ca is a con-

stant describing both the relative stability of the “open” form of
the protein relative to the “closed” form and the affinity of the
open form for Ca2þ. We treated the free energy of the apo form as
G
�
apoðlCa2þ Þ ¼ G

�
apo, where G

�
apo measures the free energy of the apo

form. For convenience, we set G
� ;ab
apo ¼ 0 kcal �mol�1 and G

� ;ab
ca ¼

10 kcal �mol�1 for l ¼ 0 kcal �mol�1. This models the fact that, at
some reference [Ca2þ], the “closed” form is favored over the
“open” form. As [Ca2þ] increases, GcaðlCa2þ Þ becomes more nega-
tive and eventually becomes more favorable than Gapo. To verify
that this result was not due to the choice of G

�

ca, we re-ran our
analysis for different values of G

�

ca. We found that changing the
value of G

�

ca has little impact on the magnitude of epistasis we ob-
serve. Its main effect is changing the lCa2þ value at which the
maximum magnitude of epistasis is observed (see
Supplementary Figure S1).

We modeled the effects of mutations as changes to G
�
ca and

G
�
apo. For the Ab genotype, for example, we would write:

GAb
ca ðlCa2þ Þ ¼ G

�

ca � 4lCa2þ þ dGa!A
ca (1)

GAb
apo ¼ G

�

apo þ dGa!A
apo (2)

hGAb
ca;apoiðlCa2þ Þ ¼ �RTln

�
e�ðG

�
ca�4lCa2þþdGa!A

ca Þ=RT þ e�ðG
�
apoþdGa!A

apo Þ=RT
�

(3)

where dGa!A
ca and dGa!A

apo are the energetic effects of mutation a!
A on the ca and apo conformations, respectively. See
Supplementary Section S5 for further information, including a
derivation of the model.

Data availability
Supplementary files available at FigShare. The file “Supplementary
derivations and proofs” has all referenced derivations and proofs in
the text. Supplementary Figure S1 demonstrates that our epistatic
analysis of human S100A4 is not sensitive to our assumptions
about the affinity of the protein for calcium. Supplementary mate-
rial is available at figshare: https://doi.org/10.25386/genetics.
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Figure 1 Mechanistic and mathematical descriptions of epistasis. (A) The mathematical description of epistasis (e) in ligand binding free energy (DGobs)
for the mutant cycle between genotypes ab and AB. DGobs measures the strength of the binding interaction between protein (gray) and ligand (orange).
We indicate genotypes as superscripts. e is defined as the difference in the effect of mutation a! A in the aB background (red text), vs its effect in the ab
background (blue text). (B) Mutant cycle where epistasis is readily understood: the a! A and b! B mutations introduce charges into the hydrophobic
core, destabilizing the protein and disrupting binding of the orange square. Mutations a! A and b! B lead to a new electrostatic interaction when
introduced together (minus and plus signs) restoring stability and binding. (C) Mutant cycle with difficult-to-understand epistasis. Mutations at two
distant sites (green and yellow spheres) have no effect on binding of the orange square when introduced independently, but disrupt binding when
introduced together.
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14377394. All analyses and ROSETTA input files can be downloaded
directly from https://github.com/harmslab/ensemble_epistasis (last
accessed July 19, 2021).

Results
Defining the three-conformation ensemble
To understand how the thermodynamic ensemble might lead to
epistasis, we first defined a simple quantitative model of a protein
exchanging between three conformations i, j, and k. We defined i as
the “active” conformation in equilibrium with two “inactive” confor-
mations j and k. This is a generic model that describes, in broad
strokes, a wide variety of functions that depend on conformational
change (Figure 2A). For example, conformation i, but not conforma-
tions j and k, could be capable of catalysis.

We will analyze epistasis in the free energy difference between
the active i conformation and the inactive conformations, j and k
(DGobs). This quantifies how much the active form of the enzyme
is favored over the inactive forms. We define DGobs as follows:

DGobs ¼ Gi � hGj;ki; (4)

where Gi is the energy of conformation i and hGj;ki is the
Boltzmann-weighted average of the free energies of conforma-
tions j and k (Figure 2B). Importantly, the free energy scale is lin-
ear, meaning—in the absence of epistasis—we expect the effects
of mutations to sum.

We will now describe the origin of Equation (4) (some readers
may wish to proceed to the next section Mutations can affect multi-
ple conformations in the ensemble).

Due to thermal fluctuations, an individual protein molecule
will flip between conformations i, j, and k over time. As a conse-
quence, a population of many protein molecules will exhibit a
mixture of conformations. Factors such as the number of favor-
able chemical bonds within each conformation determine the
frequency of that conformation in the protein population.

The favorability of each conformation can be quantified by its
free energy (G). Figure 2B shows a free energy landscape for a
three-conformation ensemble. The large energy wells correspond
to conformations i, j, and k, whereas the smaller wells correspond
to small structural fluctuations within each conformation, such
as side-chain rearrangements. Because conformation i has a low
free energy in this hypothetical example, it will have a much
higher frequency in the population than conformations j or k.

The statistical weight for a given conformation is related to its
free energy by the Boltzmann distribution:

wc ¼ e�Gc=RT (5)

where c indicates a conformation with free energy Gc, R is the gas
constant and T is the temperature in Kelvin. In the three-
conformation ensemble, the frequency of conformation i is given
by:

fi ¼
wi

wi þwj þwk
¼ e�Gi=RT

e�Gi=RT þ e�Gj=RT þ e�Gk=RT
: (6)

Importantly, the frequencies of the conformations are cou-
pled. For example, making conformation j more stable
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Figure 2 Mutations affect multiple ensemble conformations. (A) Schematic examples of biological mechanisms in which a protein populates at least
three conformations. Columns indicate conformation labels—i (green), j (purple), or k (blue). (B) Energy diagram for a hypothetical protein with the ab
genotype that adopts conformations i (green line), j (purple line), and k (blue line). The solid gray line indicates hGab

j;ki (the average energy of the inactive
conformations j and k) and the dotted gray line indicates Gab

i (the energy of the active conformation i). The difference between the solid and dotted gray
lines is the observable, DGab

obs. (C) Hypothetical mutation a! A changes the energies of conformations i, j, and k and thus DGobs. Orange arrows represent
the effect of mutation a! A on individual conformations. For example, dGa!A

j shows the effect on conformation j. The mutation has a small effect on i,
stabilizes j, and destabilizes k. This leads to a net decrease in hGAb

j;k i relative to hGab
j;ki (pink arrow), and thus a decrease in DGAb

obs relative to DGab
obs.
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(by decreasing Gj) will lower fi, even if Gi remains the same. This
is because individual protein molecules will spend more time in
conformation j and thus less time, on average, in conformation i.

As noted above, we are modeling an ensemble in which con-
formation i is active and conformations j and k are not. A typical
way to quantify activity in such a system is with an equilibrium
constant, describing the frequency of i relative to j and k:

Kobs ¼
fi

fj þ fk
¼ e�Gi=RT

e�Gj=RT þ e�Gk=RT
: (7)

Equilibrium constants follow a multiplicative scale, meaning
that the effects of mutations are expected to multiply rather
than add. We will take logarithm of Kobs and place the observable
on a free-energy scale, where—in the absence of epistasis—muta-
tional effects are expected to add:

DGobs ¼ �RTlnðKobsÞ ¼ Gi þ RTlnðe�Gj=RT þ e�Gk=RTÞ: (8)

DGobs measures the difference in the free energy, at equilibrium,
of the active i conformation and the inactive j and k conforma-
tions (Figure 2B). We will write the second term as:

hGj;ki � �RTlnðe�Gj=RT þ e�Gk=RTÞ (9)

where the brackets denote the Boltzmann-weighted average.
This gives us, finally:

DGobs ¼ Gi � hGj;ki: (10)

Mutations can affect multiple conformations in
the ensemble
We next considered the effects of mutations. Because each confor-
mation may have different physical interactions, the same muta-
tion may have different effects on different conformations. For the
three-conformation ensemble in Figure 2B, we thus need terms to
describe the effect of the mutation on conformations i, j and k. To
keep track of these effects, we will use the following notation:

• The observable energy for genotype g is DGg
obs (e.g., DGab

obs).
• The energy of conformation c is Gg

c (e.g., Gab
i ).

• The energetic effect of mutation x! X on conformation c is
dGx!X

c (e.g., dGa!A
j ). Unless indicated, mutations are always in-

troduced into the ab genetic background.
• Epistasis within a conformation—meaning the difference in

the effect of a! A on the energy of conformation c in the ab
and aB backgrounds—is ddGab!AB

c .

We will now consider the effect of mutation a! A on DGab
obs

(Figure 2C). The three terms that describe its effect are
dGa!A

i ; dGa!A
j , and dGa!A

k . Figure 2C shows how a hypothetical
mutation a! A might change the ensemble: it has a small effect

on conformation i, stabilizes j, and destabilizes k. We would de-
scribe the effect of the mutation mathematically as:

DGAb
obs ¼ ðGab

i þ dGa!A
i Þ � hGAb

j;k i (11)

where

hGAb
j;k i � �RTln

�
e�ðG

ab
j þdGa!A

j Þ=RT þ e�ðG
ab
k þdGa!A

k Þ=RT
�
: (12)

The mutation in Figure 2C stabilizes hGAb
j;k i relative to hGab

j;ki be-
cause conformation j becomes so much more favorable. As a re-
sult, the DGAb

obs is lower than DGab
obs (Figure 2C).

The next step is to describe the effect of introducing two
mutations simultaneously. To isolate epistasis that arises solely
from changes to the thermodynamic ensemble, we will start by
assuming that mutations are additive within each conformation.
By this, we mean that GAB

c ¼ Gab
c þ dGa!A

c þ dGb!B
c . There are no

epistatic contributions of the form ddGab!AB
c reflecting physical

interactions within each conformation of the sort seen in Figure
1B. This means any epistasis we observe arises solely from the
ensemble. We will revisit this simplifying assumption later.

Using this framework, we can describe the combined effects of
mutations a! A and b! B on DGobs as the following:

DGAB
obs ¼ ðGab

i þ dGa!A
i þ dGb!B

i Þ � hGAB
j;k i (13)

where

hGAB
j;k i � �RTln

�
e�ðG

ab
j þdGa!A

j þdGb!B
j Þ=RT þ e�ðG

ab
k þdGa!A

k þdGb!B
k Þ=RT

�
: (14)

The thermodynamic ensemble can lead to
epistasis
To understand the nature of epistasis arising from such a sys-
tem, we must map the thermodynamic model in Equation (13)
to epistasis. Table 1 shows the mapping between each genotype
and its thermodynamic description, DGgenotype

obs . We will treat epis-
tasis as the quantitative difference between the effects of muta-
tion a! A in the ab and aB backgrounds (Figure 1A):

e ¼ ðDGAB
obs � DGaB

obsÞ � ðDGAb
obs � DGab

obsÞ: (15)

We can substitute the thermodynamic equations for each
DGobs from Table 1 into Equation (15). Upon simplifying this ex-
pression (Supplementary Section S1.1), we obtain:

e ¼ �½ðhGAB
j;k i � hGaB

j;kiÞ � ðhGAb
j;k i � hGab

j;kiÞ�: (16)

All terms associated with conformation i cancel. We are left
with a description of e that is only in terms of mutational effects
on conformations j and k.

Table 1 Map between genotype and the thermodynamic description of DGgenotype
obs

Genotype DGgenotype
obs hGgenotype

j;k i

ab Gab
i � hGab

j;ki �RTln
�

e�ðG
ab
j Þ=RT þ e�ðG

ab
k Þ=RT

�

Ab ðGab
i þ dGa!A

i Þ � hGAb
j;k i �RTln

�
e�ðG

ab
j
þdGa!A

j
Þ=RT þ e�ðG

ab
k þdGa!A

k Þ=RT
�

aB ðGab
i þ dGb!B

i Þ � hGaB
j;ki �RTln

�
e�ðG

ab
j þdGb!B

j Þ=RT þ e�ðG
ab
k þdGb!B

k Þ=RT
�

AB ðGab
i þ dGa!A

i þ dGb!B
i Þ � hGAB

j;k i �RTln
�

e�ðG
ab
j þdGa!A

j þdGb!B
j Þ=RT þ e�ðG

ab
k þdGa!A

k þdGb!B
k Þ=RT

�
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Our expression for e is determined by the effects of mutations
a! A and b! B on conformations j and k, not their effects on
conformation i. Perturbations to the relative populations of j and
k necessarily lead to nonlinear changes in DGobs because the loga-
rithmic term in hGj;ki cannot be simplified further.

Conditions necessary for ensemble epistasis
We next used the thermodynamic description of ensemble epis-
tasis derived above (Equation 16) to ask under what conditions
ensemble epistasis is expected to arise. In the Supplementary
Text, we show that there are two necessary conditions for ensem-
ble epistasis:

1) The protein populates at least three conformations
(Supplementary Section S1.2)

2) Mutations have differential effects on conformations j and
k (Supplementary Section S1.3).

To understand what these conditions mean in practice, we
calculated ensemble epistasis using Equation (16) as a function
of the difference in the stabilities of conformations j and k
(Gab

j � Gab
k ) and the difference in the effects of mutations on con-

formations j and k (dGx!X
j � dGx!X

k ) (Figure 3A). In Figure 3, B–D,
we reveal the underlying ensemble that leads to the epistasis ob-
served in Figure 3A. The length of the pink arrows illustrates the
effect of mutation a! A in each genetic background, ab or aB.
The difference in the length of the pink arrows for the ab! Ab
and aB! AB genotypes measures epistasis, e.

We can see why multiple conformations are required for en-
semble epistasis by comparing points B and C on Figure 3A. At
point B, only conformation j is appreciably populated for all geno-
types (pie charts, Figure 3B); at point C, conformations j and k
have equal starting populations (pie charts, Figure 3C). This dif-
ference in the starting populations of j and k leads to different ep-
istatic outcomes. At point B, both ab! Ab and aB! AB depend
only on the effect of the mutation on conformation j because it is
the only conformation appreciably populated. The lengths of the

pink arrows are equal, indicating that there is no epistasis. At
point C, the effect of ab! Ab on hGj;ki is moderate because the
stabilization of conformation j is offset by the entropic cost of
depopulating conformation k. This results in epistasis because
when a! A is introduced into the aB background, mutation b!
B has already depopulated conformation k. As a result, the effect
of aB! AB is determined solely by its stabilization of conforma-
tion j, and is thus larger than ab! Ab.

We can see why differential effects for each mutation are re-
quired by comparing points C and D on Figure 3A. At both points,
conformations j and k have equal starting populations (pie
charts, Figure 3, C and D). At point C, the mutations have oppo-
site effects on conformations j and k (Figure 3C); at point D, the
mutations have identical effects on conformations j and k (Figure
3D). This means that for point D the introduction of a! A or b!
B shifts the total energy landscape, but does not change the rela-
tive proportions of j and k. As a result, mutation a! A has the
same effect regardless of background (compare pink arrows,
Figure 3D).

Ensembles can lead to magnitude epistasis,
sign-epistasis, and reciprocal sign-epistasis
We next asked if the ensemble could lead to different evolution-
arily relevant classes of epistasis: magnitude, sign, and reciprocal
sign epistasis. In magnitude epistasis, only the magnitude of a
mutation’s effect changes when another mutation is introduced.
In sign epistasis, the same mutation has a positive effect in one
background and a negative effect in another. Finally, in reciprocal
sign epistasis, both mutations exhibit sign epistasis.

We surveyed the parameter space for the effects of mutations
on each conformation while tracking the magnitude and type of
epistasis observed (Figure 4A). We set the initial energies of con-
formations j and k to be equal (Gab

j ¼ Gab
k ¼ 0). We then calculated

epistasis using Equation (16) as a function of the difference in the
effects of mutations a! A and b! B on j and k.

Figure 3 Ensemble epistasis arises from redistributed conformational probabilities. (A) Epistasis as a function of the difference in the effects of the
mutations a! A and b! B on conformations j and k (dGx!X

j � dGx!X
k in kcal �mol�1, y-axis) and the difference in the stability of conformations j and k

for the ab genotype (Gab
j � Gab

k in kcal �mol�1, x-axis). Color indicates the magnitude of epistasis, ranging from 0 (white) to 1:6 kcal �mol�1 (blue). For the
whole plot, a! A and b! B had identical effects (dGa!A

j ¼ dGb!B
j and dGa!A

k ¼ dGb!B
k ). We set Gab

j ¼ 0 kcal �mol�1 and dGx!X
j ¼ �0:96 kcal �mol�1 and

then varied Gab
k and dGx!X

k to sample parameter space. All calculations were done at T ¼ 298 K. (B–D) The thermodynamic origins for the epistasis at
points B, C, and D are indicated on (A). The color scheme is consistent throughout: purple and blue lines are the energies of conformations j and k,
respectively; orange arrows show the effects of mutation a! A; green arrows show the effects of mutation b! B; heavy black lines are the Boltzmann-
weighted average energies of j and k, hGj;ki; heavy pink arrows are the observed effect of mutation a! A in the genotype indicated below the plot. The
difference between the length of the pink arrows in the ab! Ab and aB! AB genotypes measures e.The relative populations of conformations j and k
are shown as a pie chart below the energy diagram.
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We found four regimes, corresponding to magnitude, sign, re-
ciprocal sign, and no epistasis. To understand the origins of these
three regimes, we studied the thermodynamic ensembles that
lead to epistasis at the points indicated C, D, and E. At this slice of
parameter space, mutation a! A destabilizes conformation j by
0:35 kcal �mol�1 and stabilizes conformation k by �0:35 kcal �mol�1.
The effect of this mutation on the ensemble in the ab background
is shown in Figure 4B: the mutation mildly stabilizes hGj;ki.

At point C, we see no epistasis (Figure 4A). We can see why
this occurs in Figure 4C. Mutation b! B destabilizes both j and k
by 0:35 kcal �mol�1. Because mutation b! B does not have differ-
ential effects on each conformation, hGj;ki is globally shifted by
þ0:35 kcal �mol�1. Introducing a! A and b! B together yields no
epistasis because both the ab and aB genotypes have identical
configurations—the observed effect comes only from mutation
a! A (compare pink arrows in Figure 4, B and C).

At point D, we observe magnitude epistasis (Figure 4A). We
can see why this occurs in Figure 4D. Mutations a! A and b! B
have synergistic effects on each conformation: k is stabilized
while j is destabilized. We see magnitude epistasis because al-
though the relative population of j is reduced, it still has weight
in the Boltzmann-weighted average stability (compare pink
arrows in Figure 4, B and D).

At point E, we see reciprocal sign epistasis (Figure 4A). We can
see why this occurs in Figure 4E. a! A and b! B have opposite
effects on j and k: a! A destabilizes j and stabilizes k, whereas
b! B stabilizes j and destabilizes k. The effects are equal in mag-
nitude but opposite in sign so their combined effects cancel,
yielding hGAB

j;k i equal to that of the ab genotype (compare pink
arrows in Figure 4, B and E). As a result, mutations a! A and b!
B have individually stabilizing effects on hGj;ki but are destabiliz-
ing when combined.

The magnitude and sign regions of Figure 4A show distinct
patterns with regard to the sign of epistasis observed: mutations
in the magnitude region are more stabilizing (positive epistasis)
and those in the sign region are more destabilizing (negative epis-
tasis) than anticipated based on single mutational effects. The

magnitude region results in positive epistasis because mutations
work synergistically to hyper-stabilize one conformation, while
greatly destabilizing the other. This results in one conformation
having very little weight in the Boltzmann distribution such that
the remaining stabilized conformation determines the observable
value. In the sign region, each mutation preferentially stabilizes a
different conformation when introduced alone. However, when
introduced together, they have opposing effects within a single
conformation. The stabilizing effects of each mutation alone on
hGj;ki cancel, resulting in a less stable double mutant than antici-
pated.

The thermodynamic ensemble can lead to
high-order epistasis
In addition to magnitude, sign, and reciprocal sign epistasis,
high-order epistasis is evolutionarily important (Weinreich et al.
2013; Sailer and Harms 2017b). In high-order epistasis, the effect
of a three-way mutant cannot be explained by the individual and
pairwise effects of its constituent mutations. In the supplement
we find that high-order epistasis may arise by redistributing the
relative populations of conformations j and k (see Supplementary
Section S2). We anticipate that the results we have found for pair-
wise epistasis—the importance of differential mutational effects
on different conformations, for example—will apply to high-
order ensemble epistasis, but further work is needed to clarify
the necessary and sufficient conditions to observe high-order en-
semble epistasis.

Ensemble epistasis is not due to simplifying
assumptions
We next wanted to relax two major assumptions we made above.
The first assumption was that there were no epistatic interac-
tions within conformations (as in Figure 1B). We show in the
Supplementary Section S3 that epistasis within each conforma-
tion can coexist alongside ensemble epistasis. We also revisit this
question empirically in the following section, finding that

Figure 4 Ensemble epistasis arises when mutations have different effects on different conformations. (A) Epistasis calculated for a three-conformation
ensemble that starts with Gab

j ¼ Gab
k ¼ 0. The differences in the effects of mutations a! A and b! B on conformations j and k are indicated on the x-

and y-axes. The magnitude of epistasis is indicated by the color, ranging from þ 1.6 (dark red) to 0 (white) to �1:6 kcal �mol�1 (dark blue). Gray lines
delineate regions of reciprocal sign (red regions within the lines) and sign epistasis (red regions outside of the lines). All calculations were done at
T ¼ 298 K. (B–E) The thermodynamic origins of the epistasis indicated by points C, D, and E on (A). The effect of mutation a! A is constant in all panels;
the effect of mutation b! B differs depending on the scenario. The color scheme is consistent with Figure 2. (B) The effect of a! A in the ab
background. a! A destabilizes j and stabilizes k, stabilizing hGAB

j;k i. (C) Scenario C: no epistasis. b! B has the same effect on conformations j and k. (D)
Scenario D: a! A and b! B act synergistically to destabilize j and stabilize k. (E) Scenario E: a! A and b! B have opposite effects on conformations j
and k.
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ensemble epistasis and within-conformation epistasis have simi-
lar magnitudes.

The second assumption made above was that the ensemble
could be described with only three conformations i, j and k
(Figure 2). We asked what the form of ensemble epistasis would
be if we considered an equilibrium between two sub-ensembles,
X and Y, each of which could have many different conformations.
The free energy difference between these sub-ensembles would
be given by:

DGobs ¼ �RTln
X
m2X

e�Gm=RT
� �� �

� �RTln
X
n2Y

e�Gn=RT
� �� �

(17)

where m indexes over all conformations in X and n indexes over
all conformations in Y. In more compact form, this would be:

DGobs ¼ hGXi � hGYi: (18)

We show in the Supplementary Section S4 that for such a
system, epistasis becomes:

e ¼ ½ðhGAB
X i � hGaB

X iÞ � ðhGAb
X i � hGab

X iÞ��
½ðhGAB

Y i � hGaB
Y iÞ � ðhGAb

Y i � hGab
Y iÞ�:

(19)

Thus, we expect to see ensemble epistasis in such a system—
for certain conformational energies and mutational effects, at
least—because we cannot simplify the expression for e further.

Ensemble epistasis may be a common feature in
protein mutant cycles
Above we showed mathematically that ensemble epistasis can
arise when multiple conformations are populated and mutations
have different effects on different conformations. We next

wanted to address whether these requirements are met in real
systems. Multi-conformation ensembles are common in biology
and we expect that the first requirement is often met (Figure 2A).
However, it is not obvious that the requirement for differential
effects of mutations is commonly satisfied. We designed a com-
putational test to ask if it was plausible that both of these condi-
tions are met simultaneously in a protein.

We investigated these questions using the allosteric Ca2þ sig-
naling protein, human S100A4. S100A4 adopts a three-
conformation ensemble, meeting our first requirement to observe
ensemble epistasis (Figure 5A; Vallely et al. 2002; Malashkevich
et al. 2008; Ecsédi et al. 2017). In the absence of Ca2þ, it favors the
“apo” conformation (Figure 5A, slate); addition of Ca2þ stabilizes
the “ca” conformation with an exposed hydrophobic peptide-
binding surface (Figure 5A, purple); finally, addition of peptide
leads to formation the “capep” conformation that has both Ca2þ

and peptide bound (Figure 5A, green). These structures can be
assigned indices, as in our analytical model: capep (i), ca (j), and
apo (k).

We used software for structure-based energy calculations
(ROSETTA) to estimate the stability effects of all 3382 possible
single point mutations to the capep, ca, and apo conformations of
S100A4. This gives us dGx!X

capep; dGx!X
ca , and dGx!X

apo for every muta-
tion x! X.

We then exploited the allosteric nature of S100A4 to switch
between conditions where only single conformations are appre-
ciably populated and where multiple conformations are popu-
lated. To model the ensemble, we selected reference
concentrations of Ca2þ and peptide such that G

�
capep � G

�
ca � G

�
apo

(Figure 5C; see Materials and Methods). We know experimentally
that the protein favors the apo conformation in the absence of
Ca2þ and peptide (Garrett et al. 2008). We modeled the signaling
behavior of S100A4 by changing the concentrations of Ca2þ and

Figure 5 Testing for ensemble epistasis in the S100A4 protein. (A) Three-conformation ensemble of the S100A4 protein. The apo conformation (apo,
slate, PDB: 1M31) is in equilibrium with the Ca2þ bound (ca, purple, PDB: 2Q91) and Ca2þ/peptide bound (capep, green, PDB: 5LPU) conformations when
Ca2þ (lime green spheres) and peptide (dark green) are present. (B) The relative populations of the apo, ca, and capep conformations change as Ca2þ

concentration increases in the presence of saturating peptide. The magnitude of ensemble epistasis observed is Ca2þ-dependent, because only some
Ca2þ concentrations lead to multiple populated conformations. (C) Assigned energies (kcal �mol�1) of S100A4 conformations. Apo is most stable when
peptide, lpeptide, and Ca2þ chemical potentials, lCa2þ , are zero (dashed lines). Capep is stabilized by increasing lpeptide ¼ 20 kcal �mol�1 (dark green arrow,
solid green line). Increasing lCa2þ alters the energies of both ca and capep (lime green arrow, solid lines). All calculations were done at T ¼ 298 K.
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peptide: Gcapep ¼ G
�
capep � 4lCa2þ � lpeptide and Gca ¼ G

�
ca � 4lCa2þ ,

where lCa2þ and lpeptide are the chemical potentials of Ca2þ and
peptide relative to their reference concentrations (Figure 5C).
Depending on our choice of lCa2þ and lpeptide, we can observe dif-
ferent relative populations of the capep, ca, and apo conforma-
tions. For DGobs, we used:

DGgenotype
obs ¼ Ggenotype

capep þ RTlnðe�Ggenotype
ca =RT þ e�Ggenotype

apo =RTÞ: (20)

By analogy to what we derived in Equation (16), epistasis is cal-
culated as:

e ¼ �½ðhGAB
ca;apoi � hGaB

ca;apoiÞ � ðhGAb
ca;apoi � hGab

ca;apoiÞ�: (21)

We constructed all 5.6 million pairs of mutations by treating
the dGx!X

capep; dGx!X
ca , and dGx!X

apo ROSETTA values as additive within
each conformation, meaning that we calculated the effect of two
mutations a! A and b! B in combination on the apo conforma-
tion, for example, as GAB

apo ¼ Gab
apo þ dGa!A

apo þ dGb!B
apo . We made this

assumption to isolate epistasis arising solely from changes to the
ensemble, as we did in our general thermodynamic model in
Equation (13).

Under the assumption of within-conformation additivity, we
calculated epistasis in hGca;apoi using Equation (21) as a function
of lCa2þ at a fixed lpeptide (see methods for more details). We

observed peaks in epistasis at intermediate values of lCa2þ , where
the capep, ca, and apo conformations may all be populated. In con-
trast, we observed no epistasis at low lCa2þ (where only the apo
conformation is populated) or high lCa2þ (where only the capep
conformation is populated). We observed three basic patterns of
lCa2þ -dependent epistatic magnitude, as exemplified by the three
mutant pairs shown in Figure 6A: F145R/L109I had no epistasis
(left panel) while F145R/F78A had negative epistasis (middle
panel) and F145R/M85K had positive epistasis (right panel).
Interestingly, the type of epistasis observed—magnitude (dark
blue), sign (gold), or reciprocal sign (green)—was also dependent
upon lCa2þ (Figure 6A). This was quite common in our dataset:
�61% of pairs with an epistatic magnitude above 0:6 kcal �mol�1

switched epistatic type at least once as lCa2þ increased.
We next looked at the magnitude and type of epistasis for all

5.6 million mutation pairs at their peak values over the range of
lCa2þ . We found that 47% of the 5.6 million pairs exhibited epista-
sis at or above the order of thermal fluctuation, 0:6 kcal �mol�1

(Figure 6B). We found that 34% of pairs exhibited magnitude, 12%
sign, and 1% reciprocal-sign epistasis at this cutoff.
Approximately 11% of pairs exhibited epistasis with a magnitude
above 2 kcal �mol�1.

To understand the structural origins of the observed epistasis,
we compared the positions of each mutation from Figure 6A in
the apo (slate, Figure 6C) and ca (purple, Figure 6C) conformations.
We first consider F145R. This position is solvent exposed in the

Figure 6 The ensemble of S100A4 exhibits ensemble epistasis. (A) Epistatic magnitude (kcal �mol�1, y-axis) as a function of lCa2þ ðkcal �mol�1, x-axis) for
three mutation pairs: L109I/F145R (left panel), F78A/F145R (middle panel), and M85K/F145R (right panel). Color is consistent with epistatic type in (B). (B)
Fractional contribution of each epistatic type (y-axis) as a function of epistatic magnitude cutoff (kcal �mol�1, x-axis), colored by type: reciprocal sign
(green), sign (gold), and magnitude (dark blue). Pairs with epistasis below the cutoff are considered non-epistatic (gray). (C) Positions of mutations in the
ca (purple) and apo (slate) conformations. Text indicates their relative environments in each conformation. Red arrows indicate changes in position
between the ca and apo conformations. (D–I) Thermodynamic origins of epistasis for three mutation pairs at lCa2þ ¼ 3:5 kcal �mol�1 (D–G) or
lCa2þ ¼ 2:2 kcal �mol�1 (H and I). Ca2þ chemical potential is indicated above the panel. Mutation a! A (F145R) is constant; mutation b! B differs in (E–G
and I). The color scheme is consistent throughout: purple and blue lines are the energies of ca and apo, respectively, whereas black lines represent
hGgenotype

ca;apo i; all other colors are consistent with Figures 2 and 3. Specific mutations and epistatic classes are indicated at the top of the panel; genotypes
and relative populations are below. (G) Introduction of mutation F145R (a! A) into the ab background at lCa2þ ¼ 3:5 kcal �mol�1. (E) No epistasis
scenario: mutations F145R (a! A) and L109I (b! B). (F) Sign epistasis scenario: mutations F145R (a! A) and F78A (b! B). (G) Magnitude epistasis
scenario: mutations F145R (a! A) and M85K (b! B). (H) Introduction of mutation F145R (a! A) into the ab background at lCa2þ ¼ 2:2 kcal �mol�1 (I)
Sign epistasis scenario: mutations F145R (a! A) and M85K (b! B). J) Histogram showing the distribution of epistasis between 344 mutant pairs
assuming no epistasis between mutations within each conformation (gray), or using calculated epistasis between mutations within each conformation
(slate blue).
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apo conformation but buried in the ca conformation. As a conse-
quence, introducing Arg mildly stabilizes the apo conformation,
but dramatically destabilizes the ca conformation due to burying
its charge. Next, L109I is a conservative mutation at a site whose
environment is essentially unchanged between the apo and ca
conformations. F78A is solvent exposed in the apo conformation
but buried in the ca conformation. The Phe to Ala mutation is
destabilizing to the ca conformation due to the loss of hydropho-
bic contacts. Finally, M85K is buried in the apo conformation, but
exposed in the ca conformation. Mutation to Lys introduces a
buried charge, greatly destabilizing it due to the cost of ion desol-
vation. The differences in the effects of L109I, F78A, and M85K on
the apo and ca conformations cause them to exhibit different
types of epistasis when paired with F145R.

F145R exhibits no epistasis when paired with L109I at lCa2þ ¼
3:5 kcal �mol�1 (Figure 6E). The L109I mutation has a negligible
effect on the apo and ca conformations (genotype aB, Figure 6E).
As a result, F145R has the same effect on hGca;apoi when intro-
duced into both ab and L109I (aB) backgrounds (compare pink
arrows in Figure 6, D and E).

Pairing F145R with F78A results in sign epistasis. F78A is desta-
bilizing to both conformations, but much more so to the ca con-
formation (genotype aB, Figure 6F). Both F78A and F145R
preferentially destabilize the ca structure, leading to a dramatic
decrease in its relative population when introduced together
(green arrows, Figure 6F). We see sign epistasis because the syn-
ergistic destabilization of the ca conformation makes hGAB

ca;apoi only
dependent on the stability of the apo conformation (compare
pink arrows in Figure 6, D and F).

F145R exhibits magnitude epistasis when paired with M85K.
The M85K mutation is greatly destabilizing to the apo conforma-
tion and slightly destabilizing to the ca conformation (green
arrows, Figure 4G). Combining both mutations causes a decrease
in the stability of both conformations and a net destabilization of
hGAB

ca;apoi, leading to the observation of magnitude epistasis (pink
arrows, Figure 6G).

Intriguingly, a slight decrease from lCa2þ ¼ 3:5 to 2:2 kcal �mol�1

switches the type of epistasis from magnitude to sign for the
F145R/M85K pair (compare Figure 6, D/G to Figure 6, H/I). The
switch is solely due to the change in the relative energies of the ca
and apo conformations in the ab genotype: the ca conformation is
slightly stabilized relative to the apo conformation. The introduc-
tion of F145R stabilizes the apo conformation, resulting in net sta-
bilization of hGAb

ca;apoi. M85K destabilizes both conformations,
destabilizing hGaB

ca;apoi. When both mutations are combined,
hGAB

ca;apoi is further destabilized, resulting in the observation of sign
epistasis (compare pink arrows in Figure 6, H and I).

Ensemble epistasis is robust to addition of
epistasis from structural contacts
We next wanted to ask how the relative magnitude of epistasis
changes when we allow epistasis to arise from both the ensemble
and structural contacts. We used ROSETTA to calculate the
within-conformation interaction energies of 344 mutant pairs.
We then re-calculated the stability of each conformation c as:

GAB
c ¼ Gab

c þ dGa!A
c þ dGb!B

c þ ddGab!AB
c ; (22)

where ddGab!AB
c is the interaction energy within the conformation

calculated by ROSETTA. The values of ddGab!AB
c had a mean and

standard deviation of 9:369:8 kcal �mol�1. We used these new
values to calculate e in hGca;apoi. Figure 6J shows how the

distribution of epistatic magnitude changes when we allow non-
additivity to arise from the ensemble alone vs both the ensemble
and structural contacts. We found that 24% of the 344 mutation
pairs exhibit epistasis on the order of 0:6 kcal �mol�1, with an av-
erage magnitude of 0:97 kcal �mol�1 when we allow epistasis to
arise only from the ensemble. When we allowed epistasis to arise
from structural contacts in addition to the ensemble, we found
that 35% of pairs exhibited epistasis on the order of
0:6 kcal �mol�1, with an average magnitude of 1:4 kcal �mol�1.
The addition of within-conformation contacts widens the distri-
bution relative to the ensemble-only dataset, yielding a modest
increase in the average epistatic magnitude. Ensemble epistasis
thus seems to be an important source of epistasis, even for pro-
teins that also exhibit epistasis from structural contacts within
each conformation.

Discussion
We found that epistasis can arise from a fundamental property
of proteins and other macromolecules: the thermodynamic en-
semble. Previously we observed ensemble epistasis using lattice
models, but the conditions under which it arises and if they are
plausibly met in more realistic models of proteins remained
unresolved (Sailer and Harms 2017c). Here we used a simple—but
general—thermodynamic model to study the how the ensemble
leads to epistasis. Ensemble epistasis arises because mutations
can affect any conformation in the ensemble. Since observables
are averaged over the entire ensemble, they cannot be separated
into additive components.

Ensemble epistasis should be pervasive in
biology
We expect ensemble epistasis in systems where (1) at least three
conformations are populated and (2) mutations have differential
effects on at least two conformations. The first requirement may
be common: multi-conformation ensembles often underlie bio-
logical function, from allostery to fold-switching (Figure 2A; Wei
et al. 2016). The commonality of the second requirement, how-
ever, is not as obvious. We tested for the plausibility of meeting
the second requirement by modeling the effects of mutations on
different conformations of the S100A4 protein. S100A4 is a Ca2þ

signaling protein that adopts three conformations, meeting the
requirement for multiple populated conformations (Figure 5A).
We identified mutations that had differential effects on both in-
active conformations, which satisfied the second requirement.
Nearly half of the mutant pairs exhibited epistasis above
0:6 kcal �mol�1, suggesting that—at least in principle—ensemble
epistasis should be detectable in real proteins (Figure 6A).

There is mounting indirect evidence of links between epistasis
and thermodynamic ensembles. For example, in TEM-1 b-lacta-
mase, two adaptive mutations were identified that independently
increased structural heterogeneity and function. Together the
mutations exhibited epistasis, shifting the ensemble into a domi-
nantly nonproductive structure (Dellus-Gur et al. 2015). Epistasis
also underlies changes in dynamics that caused functional diver-
gence between Src and Abl kinases and the evolution of fold-
switching proteins (Seeliger et al. 2007; Wilson et al. 2015).

Recently, a thermodynamic model was used to decompose
mutational effects on the GB1 protein (Otwinowski 2018). A
three-structure ensemble model was able to explain much of the
epistasis observed in the dataset. The remaining epistasis pointed
towards residues that contribute to functionally important struc-
tural dynamics. This approach yielded mechanistic information
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about the system. Notably, the mathematical framework of the
thermodynamic ensemble is not limited to proteins and other
macromolecules—it has been used to describe much more com-
plex biological systems like signaling networks and bacterial
communities (Tran et al. 2008; Venturi et al. 2010; Khazaei et al.
2012; Lu et al. 2013; Bessonnard et al. 2014; Hameri et al. 2019).

Relationship to threshold epistasis
Ensemble epistasis is related to—but conceptually distinct
from—threshold epistasis. Threshold epistasis describes non-
additivity arising from the accumulation of destabilizing muta-
tions. Below some threshold stability, the fraction of folded pro-
tein molecules drops and any function encoded by the folded
structure is lost (Bershtein et al., 2006; Bloom et al. 2007; Gong
et al. 2013; Kumar et al. 2017; Petrovi�c et al. 2018). The same muta-
tion could have no effect on a high stability protein, but be highly
deleterious to a low stability protein. Both ensemble and thresh-
old epistasis arise because the protein can populate more than
one conformation; however, at this point, the two mechanisms
for epistasis diverge.

To make this concrete, consider the activity of an enzyme.
Enzyme activity is proportional to the fraction of enzyme mole-
cules that are in the active form. Mutations that have an additive,
linear effect on thermodynamic stability will have a nonadditive,
nonlinear effect on the fractional population of the active form
(Equation 6). As such, we can observe epistasis between muta-
tions at the level of enzyme activity simply because we are de-
scribing a nonlinear function (activity) with a linear model
(Equation 16; Sailer and Harms 2017a; Otwinowski et al. 2018). If
we transform the nonlinear fractional population scale (Equation
6) onto a linear free energy scale (Equation 8), threshold epistasis
disappears. One can describe the nonadditive, nonlinear effects
of mutations on activity as additive, linear effects on stability.
This is not to say threshold epistasis does not matter—phenotype
and fitness often depend on nonlinear fractional populations—
but rather that it is possible to analyze the data in a way that
removes epistasis.

Ensemble epistasis, however, cannot be removed by trans-
forming the data onto a linear scale. We describe the observable
(DGobs) and the effects of mutations (dGx!X

c ) on the same linear
free energy scale. But because mutations have different effects
on different conformations, these linear perturbations are re-
weighted in nonlinear fashion, thus leading to irreducible epista-
sis.

Ensemble epistasis may shape evolution
Though it remains to be seen, we expect that ensemble epistasis
plays an important role in shaping protein evolution. We have
shown that simple ensembles give rise to magnitude, sign, and
reciprocal sign epistasis (Figure 4), and that they may give rise to
high-order epistasis (Supplementary Section S3). Sign and recip-
rocal sign epistasis are particularly important; they can decrease
accessible evolutionary trajectories and are required for the pres-
ence of multiple peaks in fitness landscapes (Lunzer et al. 2005;
Weinreich et al. 2005, 2006; Bridgham et al. 2006; Poelwijk et al.
2007, 2011; Kvitek and Sherlock 2011; Salverda et al. 2011; Chiotti
et al. 2014; Palmer et al. 2015). High-order epistasis can alter ac-
cessibility and can facilitate the bypassing of evolutionary dead-
ends in genotype–phenotype maps, making evolution deeply
unpredictable (Weinreich et al. 2013; Palmer et al. 2015; Wu et al.
2016; Sailer and Harms 2017b).

Aside from giving rise to evolutionarily relevant classes of
epistasis, we anticipate that ensemble epistasis occurs under

physiologically relevant—and thus evolutionarily important—
conditions. Ensemble epistasis is maximized when multiple con-
formations are populated (Figure 6A): exactly within the concen-
tration regime where macromolecules act as molecular switches.
Further, we found in our S100A4 calculations that we could see
changes in the type of epistasis observed as we changed the
amount of allosteric effector, lCa2þ (Figure 6A). This suggests that
ensemble epistasis could play a critical role in shaping the avail-
ability of evolutionary trajectories—possibly even in an
environment-dependent manner. A small change in the concen-
tration of an effector could open or close new evolutionary trajec-
tories. A similar phenomenon has been observed in allosteric
proteins where ligands can act as agonists or antagonists in re-
sponse to changes in environment, ultimately via changes in the
thermodynamic ensemble (Motlagh and Hilser 2012).

Detecting ensemble epistasis
Our work predicts ensemble epistasis is common. How would
one detect it experimentally? Effector- or environment-
dependent epistasis may be a signal of ensemble epistasis. One
straightforward experimental test for ensemble epistasis would
be to perturb the thermodynamic ensemble by tuning environ-
mental factors such as effector concentration (Figure 5B). For
S100A4, we observed distinct effector-dependent patterns of epis-
tasis for mutation pairs, where the amount of epistasis we ob-
served changed with the addition of Ca2þ (Figure 6A). Ensemble
epistasis should be maximized at concentrations where many
distinct conformations are populated (i.e., at concentrations
where functional transitions occur) and minimized when muta-
tions can impact only a single conformation. (i.e., low lCa2þ ).
Environmental-dependent epistasis has been noted previously,
possibly pointing to an underlying ensemble epistasis (Remold
and Lenski 2004; Flynn et al. 2013; Chiotti et al. 2014; Joshi and
Prasad 2014; Barker et al. 2015; Samir et al. 2015; Guerrero et al.
2019; Nosil et al. 2020).

Additionally, one might test for ensemble epistasis by measur-
ing the temperature dependence of epistasis. If the free energy of
each conformation does not change with temperature, the pre-
dictions are straightforward. For very low temperatures, only the
deepest energy well—corresponding to the most stable confor-
mation—should be populated, preventing ensemble epistasis. At
very high temperature, all conformations will have the same sta-
tistical weight, and thus will be equally populated regardless of
free energy (Equation 6). But, because of this fact, mutations will
not redistribute the populations of the conformations—meaning
there will be no ensemble epistasis. For intermediate tempera-
ture values, we might expect appreciable temperature-
dependent effects on ensemble epistasis. Unfortunately, the free
energy of each conformation is not constant with temperature
for most proteins (Dill 1990). As such, we would expect the effects
of ensemble epistasis are convolved with changes in the enthalpy
and entropy of each conformation—making temperature-
dependent experiments difficult to interpret.

Conclusion
Our results reveal that a universal property of proteins and other
macromolecules, the thermodynamic ensemble, can lead to epis-
tasis. Although the pervasiveness of ensemble epistasis in biology
remains unknown, we anticipate that it is widespread. First, en-
semble epistasis is maximized under the physiological conditions
where biologically important, ensemble-mediated functions oc-
cur. Second, even a simple, three-conformation system can lead
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to a rich variety of epistasis, suggesting that the necessary condi-
tions for ensemble epistasis are met for many proteins. And,
third, structure-based calculations using experimentally solved
protein structures revealed the potential for rampant ensemble
epistasis. As such, we anticipate that ensemble epistasis plays
important roles in shaping protein biology and evolution.
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